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Abstract 

A new task scheduling algorithm based on Hadoop is proposed to optimize scheduling 

of resources problems under the Distributed cloud-computing platforms. The core idea of 

the algorithm is full reference to the current network conditions and treat it as an 

important reference for system task scheduling, with the bandwidth management ability 

,SDN architecture allows us to allocate bandwidth according to a time slot strategy, then 

according to the operation completed sooner or later the time to decide whether the task 

assigned to the local node or low load of non-local node .In this way, we will not only 

ensure the locality of the task from a global perspective , but also assign tasks in an 

optimal way to efficiently. In the end, we do experiments based on the scheduler to verify 

the quality of scheduling algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development and progress of grid computing, service-oriented and 

virtualization technology, cloud computing [1]   received strong support and promote in 

the theory and technology, gradually becoming the focus of attention and the future 

development trend of computing models. 

However, the large-scale network of cloud computing, flexible change of network 

requirements, dynamically scalable server resources network configuration and the multi-

service provider's own network interfaces commonly proposed demanding of the 

standardized interface and control [2] . But the traditional network architecture could not 

be well adapt ed to changes of these requirements [3] .As a new network architecture, 

software-defined networking(SDN) can be abstraction and simplification of the existing 

complex network system to decoupling the control layer and data layer, allows developers 

and general users to the network-oriented programming systems. Sandhya et. al., [4]  

propose a method  to improve JobTracker in the Hadoop based on SDN. Bailey et. al., [5]  

using QoS queuing mechanisms to improve Hadoop priority based on OpenFlow which is 

a concrete implementation of the SDN. 

In this paper, the cloud platform network architecture is designed and researched based 

on a kind of SDN, making the use of bandwidth’s capabilities of management and control 

for SDN to be complement of cloud computing, resulting in the optimization of  problems 

of task scheduling for Hadoop platform. 

A rigorous definition of self-organization for dynamic systems was proposed by 

Anceaume et. al., [6]   Aroca et. al., [7]  propose an algorithm for the online scheduling 

problem and studied the competitiveness of proposed solution. Sheilchalishahi et. al., [8]   
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proposed a solution for scheduling problem based on multi-capacity bin-packing 

algorithms, considering host selection and queuing based on multi-resource scheduling. 

Palmieri et. al., [9]   perform end-to-end path rerouting and VM migration to improve 

access to big data. Maheshwari et. al., [10]   proposes a multi-site workflow scheduling 

technique that uses performance models to predict the execution time on resources and 

dynamic probes to identify the achievable network throughput between sites. 

 

2. Hadoop Task Scheduling Analysis 

In Hadoop computing cluster, in order to avoid node going down, the data entered will 

be automatically backed up in multiple nodes. Before performing the calculation, Non-

local task will carry out moving data , copying data required to perform tasks from the 

nodes storing the data to the nodes performing tasks, as a result of occupying a lot of 

network bandwidth resources, as shown in Figure 1: 
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Figure 1. Basic Hadoop Task Scheduling 

However, when the load above computing nodes among the Hadoop computing cluster 

is unbalanced, if the local data is still blindly protected and the task is given to the local 

node to be performed, which may lead to that high load node is assigned more task and 

the low-load node is not assigned tasks. Since the computing power of the individual 

computing node is limited, tasks on the high-load node cannot be immediately executed, 

the local task assigned to it must be performed after waiting for a long time, which greatly 

delaying the task’s completion time. In this case, the computing tasks should be 

considered to be assigned to a low-load node, even on the condition of calculation delay 

caused by the network problem, task assigned to the non-local low-load node would get 

an earlier task completion time than task assigned to the non-local high-load node. In this 

paper, the cloud platform network architecture is designed and researched based on a kind 

of SDN, making the use of bandwidth’s capabilities of management and control for SDN 

to be complement of cloud computing, resulting in the optimization of problems of task 

scheduling for Hadoop platform. 

 

3. SHSA Task Scheduling Algorithm 
 

3.1. Model of Job Completion Time 

The ability of each node in the Hadoop cluster and the Hadoop cluster size are certain, 

distribution strategy influence the job completion time. Given input data in the Hadoop 

clusters distributed storage situation, how to distribute the task to make the completion 

time shortest has become a priority [11] . So Task scheduling problems of Hadoop system 

is converted to how to distribute the tasks for each node to ensure the job completion time 

shortest. Based on the above analysis, in order to better make a point of SHSA algorithm, 

this paper makes the following definition: 
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1) Hadoop job distributed is broken into m task, 
iTK  is defined as the job of the number 

I; The job of the input data was split into n, coexisting in n computing nodes,
 jND defines 

the computing node in j; 
iSZ defined as the block size of input data. 

2) Define ,j kBW as the largest network bandwidth between jND and
kND ; define lBW as 

real-time network bandwidth for the link. 

3) If task 
iTK  is assigned to the node jND , the input data of 

iTK  could be stored in the 

node 
dataSrcND ,when performing, the data could be needed to move the node jND  from the 

node 
dataSrcND , define ,i jTM  as the data movement time; define ,i jTP  as the computing time 

for the task; define ,i jTE  as the actual execution time of the task. 

Form (1) to (3), the formula (1) and (2) are given as bellow: 

, ,/i j i dataSrc jTM SZ BW                                                                  (1) 

, , ,i j i j i jTE TP TM                                                                   (2) 

4) When the node jND  is performing, define the node is busy; if not performing, called 

idle state; define jI  as the time form busy state to the idle state of the node jND ; When all 

the data have been calculated on the task 
iTK , called the task completion time, define 

,i jC  as the completion time for 
iTK . 

From 1) to 4), the Formula(3) is given as bellow: 

, ,i j i j jC TE I                                                                     (3) 

(5) For a task 
iTK , a principle in which compute nodes are assigned are: to find such an 

available node in n compute nodes of the entire Hadoop computing clusters, which can 

provide the earliest task completion time. The node could be referred to the optimal node 

of the task [12] . 

(6) For a job, only when the job of each task is completed, that could say the job is 

finished. From a global perspective point of view, the completion time of the entire job is 

the time the last task needs to be completed; so It is needed to find the slowest map or 

reduce task iTK  to obtain a first job completion time. 

From (5) to (6), the Formula (4) is given as bellow: 

, ,min{ max (1 , ,1 , )}i j i jC C i i m j j n                                                                     (4) 

Here the m refers to the number of task split, the number of n refers to the number of 

the nodes in the whole Hadoop cluster.  

According to the above definition, considering the cluster bandwidth resources, 

especially in the presence of many non-local task, with the SDN network 

configuration and bandwidth management capabilities, the main ideas of SHSA 

algorithm is: 

 Make occupancy period of the remaining bandwidth in each link divide into 

equal time slot and it like time-collocation of signal lamp [13] , defined 

 1 2, , , kTS TS TS TS
, the duration of each time slot is an adjustable parameter, 

the parameter configuration depends on the specific network scenarios.  

 The paper defines lSL  as a residual bandwidth at a particular moment of 

specific link, if a map or reduce task iTK  in the time period 
 ,m nt t

 need to 

move data on a specific path, the task scheduler of Hadoop could use SDN 

controller assign the time slot related to the task, to ensure that all the link 
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bandwidth resources in the path could be reserved by iTK  at the beginning of 

time slot ,m m mTS t TS  to the end slot ,n n nTS t TS . 

 Before task scheduling of Hadoop system, after the calculated data is carried 

out in the task iTK with SDH bandwidth control capability, SDN controller 

could free the link, which will make link resources free for other data needed 

to move. 

By means of bandwidth allocation mechanism based on slots, the user could make 

maximize use of network bandwidth capacity [14] , to reduce the time it takes to 

transfer the data between the data link, thereby enhancing the overall performance 

of computing clusters. 

 

3.2. SHSA Task Scheduling Process 

A job the user submits have tasks, Hadoop system computing cluster have 

available nodes for the job. Considering the Hadoop system could be Shared by 

multiple users at the same time, the available compute nodes may be less than the 

number of all the nodes of the whole Hadoop clusters. Based on the above 

consideration, the specific process of SHSA task scheduling algorithm is as shown 

in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. SHSA Task Scheduling Algorithm 

3.3. The Design of the SHSA Task Scheduler 

The SHSA scheduler module design is shown in Figure 3,which mainly divided into 

initialize the module, task allocation module, job queue management module, homework 

assigned pool and early allocation module. Among them，the Hadoop system provides 

interfaces for the task allocation module, initialization module and job queue management 

module, the SHSA scheduler implements all of these interfaces by the custom, in 

addition, the SHSA scheduler. The functions of each module are as follows: 

1) Initialize the module: initializes jobs that the users submitted ，and adds it to the 

job queue to wait for execution. 

2) Task allocation module: Maintenances job queue to wait for execution, manages 

and schedules all of the Job-In-Progress which are mapped. 

3) Job queue management module: The main module of SHSA scheduler for task 

scheduling, executes the main process of task assignment. 
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4) Homework assigned pool: Maintains a homework assigned pool, and stores the 

position of each node.  

5) Early allocation module: Performs assignments pre-allocated, comprehensive 

consideration of local tasks and network bandwidth when the job is executed for the first 

time, assigns each task execution nodes and adds node queues into his homework 

assigned in the pool. 
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Figure 3. SHSA Scheduler Module and the Flow Chart of Scheduling 

4. Experiment and Analysis of Results 
 

4.1. Experimental Environment and Data 

The test environment structure as shown in Figure 4, one Master node, four Slave 

nodes and SDN controller through the Open vSwitch connected to a LAN. 

MasterMaster NOX ControlerNOX ControlerOpen vSwitchOpen vSwitch

Slave1Slave1 Slave2Slave2 Slave3Slave3 Slave4Slave4  

Figure 4. Hadoop Platform Deployment Environment Structure Based on 
SDN 

The mater node and NOX controller is configured with Intel i5-4430 3GHz and 

equipped with 8GB memory; Slave nodes consists of two kinds of systems in 

heterogeneous environments, one of the categories is Intel i5-4430 3GHz with 4GB 

memory, the other one is NVIDIA TK1 system, 32bit quad core based on Cortex-A15 

architecture with 2.3GHz, and carrying 192 core GPUs based on Kepler framework with 

CUDA. 

Task scheduling algorithm is carried out to verify after build test platform，adopting 

the Sort of classic and Wordcount job to test the performance. Setting the five dimensions 

of the test samples, and two kinds of operation actual test results as shown in Table 1, and 

Table 2. 
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Table 1. Validation Data of Sort Assignments 

Data 

Size 

FIFO(s) BAR(s) SHSA(s) 

MT RT JT LR MT RT JT LR MT RT JT LR 

100MB 36 51 71 0.5 34 50 67 0.25 33 43 55 0.5 

250MB 64 68 117 0.5 44 87 110 0.667 50 57 91 0.667 

500MB 70 119 168 0.5 79 107 155 0.5 71 102 144 0.5 

1GB 146 207 323 0.625 124 196 285 0.563 148 227 262 0.563 

5GB 909 1432 1859 0.638 932 1110 1632 0.71 805 1367 1572 0.663 

Table 2. Validation Data Wordcount Assignments 

Data 

Size 

FIFO(s) BAR(s) SHSA(s) 

MT RT JT LR MT RT JT LR MT RT JT LR 

100MB 35 64 78 0.333 35 57 78 0.333 36 63 78 0.333 

250MB 59 109 156 0.5 66 105 146 0.667 52 94 128 0.667 

500MB 137 230 269 0.833 119 194 259 0.667 97 186 229 0.583 

1GB 129 291 311 0.571 125 260 305 0.762 122 255 298 0.762 

5GB 637 1159 1396 0.752 659 1210 1377 0.752 487 1120 1302 0.752 

(MT: the time Map task takes; RT: the time Reduce task takes; JT: the total completion 
time; LR: the amount of general tasks) 

 

4.2. Contrast and Analysis of Job Completion Time 

According to the test results and comparing completion time of the three schedulers, 

the result is shown in Figure 5, Figure 6: 
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Figure 5. The Comparison Chart of Sort Job Completion Time 
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Figure 6. The Comparison Chart of Wordcount Job Completion Time 

In the two categories, the Sort and Wordcount task, the time-consuming of all the tasks 

is rapidly rising trend .Compared to SHSA scheduler ，FIFO and BAR tasks take shorter 

time. The main reason is that SHSA scheduler to task allocation from the global 

perspective, consider data factors, both local and link bandwidth for each task to find an 

optimal computing node, so as to achieve the whole job of global optimal scheduling 

 

4.3. Contrast and Analysis of Local Data Rate 

The Local data rate in the process of Sort and Wordcount test job execution, recording 

he number of the Local nodes and  non-local nodes，according to the data obtained in 

Table 1 and Table 2, can draw out the homework of data rate of local line chart which are 

shown in Figure 7, and Figure 8: 
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Figure 7. Local Rates of Sort Data 
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Figure 8. Local Rates of Wordcount Data 

From Figure 7, and Figure 8, in most cases, the data rate is above 50%, it shows that 

local node is the optimal node, nodes with local data choose by task will have shorter 

completion time. But when operating data size is 500M, local rate of SHSA algorithm is 

58.3%, lower than the FIFO and BAR algorithm, but Table 2 shows that the completion 

homework time only 229s, below the FIFO algorithm of the 269s and BAR in the 259s. 

Possible reasons for this phenomenon is that the local node task has queue length, and 

higher load, and network resources are idle, the migration of data to a local node does not 

need a long time. With this advantage the scheduler chose local node with more 

advantages for the processing of tasks, the total time is shorter. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, aiming at doing the task scheduling problem in large data platform, 

combined with the Hadoop open source big data system, a dynamic scheduling algorithm 

is designed and using global resource management ability of SDN, according to the time 

slot strategy to allocate bandwidth, and thus confirm the task allocation method, which 

can obtain higher global performance, better avoid falling into local optimum. On the 

cluster in build Hadoop test, with the Sort and Wordcount algorithm to test different sizes 

of data, Two groups of test results verified the SHEA ,FIFO and BAR algorithms which 

are proposed in this paper have better performance ,and also verify the quality of 

scheduling algorithm. 
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